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Various types of stable models are known in the literature: T-stable
(total stable), P-stable ( partial stable, also called three-valued stable),
M-stable (maximal stable, also known under various different names),
and L-stable (least undefined stable). For each type of stable model,
the paper analyzes two versions of deterministic semantics: possible
semantics, which is based on the union of all stable models of the given
type, and definite semantics, which is instead based on their intersec-
tion and is like classical certain semantics except that it makes no
inference if no model exists. For total stable models, which are the only
type of stable models whose existence is not guaranteed for every
program, certain semantics is taken into account as well. The expressive
powers of each type of stable model under the above versions of
semantics are investigated for both bound (i.e., ground) and unbound
queries on DATALOG programs with negation. As deterministic
semantics is argued to be inappropriate for unbound queries, a non-
deterministic semantics is also proposed for them and its expressive
power is fully characterized as well. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of providing a formal semantics to logic
program where rules contain negative literals in their bodies
represents an important research issue in areas such as logic
programming, non-monotonic reasoning, and deductive
databases [2, 7]. An interesting solution has been given by
the notion of stable model [17] and its various refinements
[6, 13, 36, 38, 40, 46, 48, 49].
The fact that multiple stable models may exist for the
same program has caused some conceptual difficulties for
accepting stable models as the canonical meaning (i.e., the
‘‘intended’’ models) of a logic program. On the other side, it
has been argued that the existence of several alternative
stable models for a logic program is not an actual drawback
but a powerful opportunity that can be exploited in two
different directions:
v to express non-determinism in a purely declarative
frameworkfor instance, as shown in [18, 38]stable
models provide a formal declarative semantics to non-deter-
ministic pruning constructs of deductive databases, such as
the choice construct of the LDL language [32];
v to retain a deterministic semantics and use multiplicity
only for increasing the expressive powerfor instance, it
has been illustrateid that multiple stable models enable a
declarative expression of NP problems and coNP
problems [41, 42].
In this paper we show that deterministic semantics for
stable models supplies logic programs on finite universes
with an expressive power which goes beyond the class
NP or coNP of problems. In general, high expressive
power of a database query language is not considered an
advantage since polynomial-time resolution is not longer
guaranteed. But, in our opinion, what is really dangerous
is an unexpected exponential time. As shown in [19], the
usage of a logic language with stable model semantics can
be disciplined so that we are guaranteed a polynomial-time
computation, and when needed (for instance, to solve a
small instance of a hard problem) we can enable a higher
expressive power rather than switch to a general-purpose
programming language.
The logic language on finite universes we shall consider
is DATALOGc: a DATALOGc program LP is a logic
program that (i) is function-free, (ii) may have negative
literals in the rule bodies and (iii) contains a number of
predicates (called EDB predicates) that are defined by a
finite number of facts corresponding to the tuples in a
database.
As ‘‘intended’’ models of a DATALOGc program, we
shall consider four types of stable models: the partial stable
(P-stable) models (corresponding to the three-valued stable
models of [36] and the strongly founded models of [38]),
the total stable (T-stable) models of [17], the maximal
stable (M-stable) models of [40] (corresponding to the par-
tial stable models of [38], the preferred extensions of [13],
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the regular models of [48, 49], and the maximal stable
classes of [6, 49]), and the least undefined stable (L-stable)
models of [40]). Moreover, for each type of stable model we
analyze two versions of the deterministic semantics [3, 42]:
the possible semantics, which takes the union of all stable
models of the given type, and the definite semantics, which
instead takes their intersection if at least one stable model of
the given type exists or takes the empty set otherwise. Note
that definite semantics is a variation of classical certain
semantics from which it differs only when no stable model
of a given type exists. This may happen only for the case of
the T-stable models: in this case, certain semantics will
make the whole Herbrand base true whereas none is true for
definite semantics. Thus, certain semantics declares certain
what is not possible!
We shall discuss the expressive power of the four types of
stable models under the two versions of deterministic
semantics for bound DATALOGc queries, consisting of a
DATALOGc program and of a ground literal (query goal ).
Every bound query has associated the set of databases for
which the query goal is true according to a given deter-
ministic stable model semantics; therefore, the set of all
possible bound queries under a given semantics defines a
family of database sets. The expressive power of each stable
model semantics is measured in terms of the complexity of
recognizing the associated family of database sets. We,
therefore, say that the expressive power of a given semantics
is DB-C, where C is the Turing-machine complexity class, if
the associated family consists of all database sets D that are
C-recognizable (i.e., deciding whether a database belongs to
D is a problem in C)equivalently, we shall also say that
the given semantics captures (or expresses all queries in)
DB-C. Observe that the intrinsic ‘‘impedance mismatch’’
between descriptive and computational complexity [5]
does not pose any difficulty in this case as multiplicity of
stable models can be used to introduce a desired order on
the universe.
In [37] we have shown that, under definite semantics,
total stable models express all queries in the class DB-D p,
corresponding to decision problems that can be formulated
as the conjunction of a problem in NP and a problem in
coNP [35]. Thus definite semantics has an expressive
power higher than certain semantics which only captures
DB-coNP [41, 42].
A surprising result of the paper is that, under definite
semantics, M-stable models capture the class DB-6 p2 at the
second level of the polynomial hierarchy. Observe that,
although M-stable models have been studied by several
authors under different names, to the best of our knowledge
no characterization of their expressive power has been
provided before.
But the greatest expressive power belongs to L-stable
models which, besides capturing the class DB-6 p2 under
definite semantics, gets to the class DB-7 p2 under the
possible version. Thus, as many problems in non-
monotonic reasoning on finite universes are 7 p2 -complete or
6 p2 -complete [8], DATALOG
c with L-stable model
semantics turns out to be a powerful language for expressing
non-monotonic reasoning. It is interesting to observe that,
in order to let total stable models achieve the same
expressive power [14], it is necessary to switch to dis-
junctive DATALOGc, where a rule head is extended to be
a disjunction of atoms. The relevance of L-stable models is
confirmed by the fact that L-stable models differ from
T-stable models only when a program has no T-stable
models at all and thus L-stability is the most appropriate
extension of the notion of T-stability to the domain of
partial interpretations. This is in a sense surprising as most
authors have instead recognized M-stable models as the
natural extension of T-stable models.
Furthermore, we shall discuss the expressive power of
DATALOGc queries with a non-ground goal (unbound
queries). A nice result is that the expressive power of
unbound queries under a given semantics, measured in
terms of the complexity of recognizing whether a tuple
belongs to the answer of a query, is strongly related to the
expressive power of bound queries under the same seman-
tics. We shall also give a characterization in terms of the
complexity of recognizing whether a relation consists of
all the answer tuples. For completeness we shall also
investigate the expressive power of certain semantics for the
case of T-stable models and we shall show that certain
semantics is less expressive than definite semantics also in
the case of unbound queries.
Finally, we shall elaborate our opinion that deterministic
semantics for unbound queries is not very effective since it
requires one to specify which solution is to be selected for
any problem admitting multiple solutions. This in general
requires introducing contrived low-level details to single out
a unique solution so that a finding problem is eventually
transformed into an optimization problem thus increasing
the complexity. We therefore propose integrating deter-
ministic and non-deterministic semantics using queries with
two goals: a ground goal selects the stable models which
have certain properties, and a non-ground one non-deter-
ministically returns the solution computed by any of the
selected models. The expressive power of various semantics
for such queries (called non-deterministic unbound queries)
will be fully characterized as well.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the basic definitions and notation on logic
programming and we discuss the four types of stable models
and the two versions of deterministic semantics for logic
programs in general. In Section 3, we concentrate on
DATALOGc and formally define bound DATALOGc
queries as well as their expressive power. In Section 4, we
present some sample DATALOGc queries whose schemes
will be used in the proofs of main results. In Section 5 we
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study the expressive powers of the four types of stable
models. In Section 6 we extend the results to general queries,
where the query goal is not necessarily ground. Finally, in
Section 7, we draw the conclusions and discuss further
work.
2. STABLE MODELS
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic
terminology and notation of logic programming [28]. Non-
standard or specific terminology and notation are presented
next.
A logic program (or, simply, a program) LP is a finite set
of rules. Each rule r of the LP has the form
A  A1 , ..., Am ,
where A is an atom (the head of the rule) and A1 , ..., Am are
literals (the body of the rule). Let H(r) and B(r) represent,
respectively, the head of r and the set of all literals in the
body of r. A rule with an empty body is called a fact.
The ground instantiation of LP is denoted by ground
(LP); the Herbrand universe and the Herbrand base of LP
are denoted by UL P and BL P , respectively.
A ground atom A # BL P and its negation, i.e., the literal
cA, are said to be the complement of each other. Moreover,
if B is a ground literal, then cB denotes the complement
of B.
Let X be a set of ground liberals A such that either A or
cA is in BL P . Then cX denotes the set [cA | A # X], X+
(resp., X&) denotes the set of all positive (resp., negative)
literals in X; moreover, X denotes all elements of BL P
which do not occur in X, i.e., X =[A | A # BL P and neither
A nor cA is in X].
Given X(BL P _ cBL P ), X is a ( partial ) interpreta-
tion of LP if it is consistent, i.e., X + & cX&=<.
Moreover, if X+ _ cX&=BL P , the interpretation X is
called total.
Given an interpretation I and a conjunction of n (n0)
ground literals C, C is true in I if every literal in C is in I,
false in I if there exists some literal A in C for which cA # I,
and undefined in I otherwise.
Given an interpretation I and XBL P , X is an
unfounded set w.r.t. I if, for each rule r # ground(LP) with
H(r) # X, some literal in B(r) is false in I or B(r) & X{<.
Thus, if I _ cX is an interpretation, for each ground rule r
with H(r) # X, the body of r is false in I _ cX so that no
atom in X can be derived.
The union of all unfounded sets w.r.t. I, which is also an
unfounded set w.r.t. I, is called the greatest unfounded set
and is denoted by GUSL P(X).
Given an interpretation I, I is founded if I +=TLP(I) (<),
where T is the classical immediate consequence transforma-
tion and LP(I ) denotes the logic program that is obtained
from ground (LP) by (i) removing all rules r such that there
exists a negative literal cA # B(r) and cA  I&, and (ii) by
removing all negative literals from the remaining rules.
Foundness basically prescribes that every positive literal in
an interpretation be derived from the rules, possibly using
negative literals as additional axioms.
Definition 2.1. Let LP be a logic program and M an
interpretation of it. Then M is a P-stable ( partial stable)
model of LP if the following conditions hold:
(a) M is founded, and
(b) cM&=GUSL P(M).
Thus an interpretation M is a P-stable model iff M+ con-
sists of all derivable ground literals (see condition a) and
any ground literal that is granted not to be derivable (i.e., it
is in some unfounded set) is included in M& (see condition
b). As shown in [39], P-stable models correspond to the
3-valued stable models of [36] and the strongly founded
models of [38].
We next present subclasses of stable models that are
characterized by various criteria of maximality or minimality.
Definition 2.2. Given a logic program LP, a P-stable
model M of LP is:
(a) well founded if M is contained in every P-stable
model of LP;
(b) T-stable (total stable) if M is a total interpretation;
(c) M-stable (maximal stable) if there exists no P-stable
model of LP which is a proper superset of M;
(d) L-stable (least-undefined stable) if the set of its
undefined atoms is minimal, i.e., no P-stable model N of
LP exists such that N is a proper subset of M .
The well-founded model was first defined in [46] as the
least fixpoint of WL P(I )=T L P(I ) _ cGUSL P(I ); the
equivalence with definition 2.2, part (a) has been proved in
[36, 38, 40]. T-stable models correspond to the stable
models of [17], and M-stable models [40] correspond to
the (partial) stable models of [38], the preferred extensions
of [13] (as proven in [23]), the regular models of [48, 49],
and the maximal stable classes of [6, 49]. Finally, L-stable
models have recently been proposed in [40].
Let PSL P , WSL P , MSL P , LSL P , and TSL P be
the sets of models of a logic program LP that are P-stable,
well-founded, M-stable, L-stable, and T-stable, respectively.
We shall omit the subscript LP whenever it is understood
from the context.
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Proof. Existence and uniqueness of the well-founded
model are well known [46]. The other parts have been
proved in [40]. K
Thus the existence of P-stable, M-stable, and L-stable
models but not of a T-stable model, is guaranteed for every
program. Moreover, a T-stable model is also L-stable and
an L-stable model is also M-stable, but the converse
implications do not in general hold. Finally, whenever there
exists a T-stable model, the definitions of T-stability and
L-stability coincide. Note that there is no finite bound on
the number of stable models; the number is obviously finite
for programs with finite universes but it can be exponential
in the size of the program.
As shown in [40], the set of P-stable models of LP
forms a non-empty Noetherian lower semilattice w.r.t. the
containment relationship. The bottom element is the well-
founded model [46] which is the intersection of all P-stable
models of LP and is the most undefined stable model. The
top elements of the semilattice are all the M-stable models,
thus they are the P-stable models with a minimal degree of
undefinedness w.r.t. set containment. L-stable models are
the M-stable models which leave undefined a minimal num-
ber of elements of the Herbrand base. The definition of
T-stable models is the final step toward a criterion of mini-
mum undefinedness; unfortunately, existence is no longer
guaranteed.
Example 2.1. Consider the following program:
b  a(1), cc.
c  a(1), cb.
p  b, cp.
d  a(2), cp, ce.
e  a(2), cp, cd.
q  cd, cq.
where the predicate symbol a is defined by the facts: ‘‘a(1)’’
and ‘‘a(2)’’.
The P-stable models are: M1=[a(1), a(2)], M2=
[a(1), a(2), b, cc], M3=[a(1), a(2), cb, c, cp], M4=
[a(1), a(2), cb, c, cp, cd, e], and M5=[a(1), a(2), cb,
c,cp, d, ce, cq]. M1 is the well-founded model; M2 , M4 ,
and M5 are the M-stable models; M5 is also both L-stable
and T-stable. The semilattice of P-stable models is shown in
Fig. 1a.
Example 2.2. Suppose now that the predicate symbol a
is defined only by the fact ‘‘a(1)’’. Then the P-stable models
are: M1=[a(1), ca(2), cd, ce], M2=[a(1), ca(2), cd,
ce, b, cc], and M3=[a(1), ca(2), cd, ce, cb, c, cp]. M1
FIG. 1. Semilattices of P-stable models.
is the well-founded model; M2 and M3 are the M-stable
models; M3 is also L-stable but not T-stable. The semilattice
of P-stable models is shown in Fig. 1b.
Each set of stable model, (i.e., PS, WS, MS, LS, or
TS) can be considered as the intended models of a logic
program LP. Let XS denote a generic set of stable models,
i.e., XS will stand for PS, WS, MS, LS, or TS. For
each XS, we next present three versions of deterministic
semantics: the possible (or credulous or brave) semantics
[3, 42, 14], the certain (or skeptical or cautious) semantics
[17, 3, 42, 14], and the definite semantics [37].
Definition 2.3. Let LP be a logic program and A be
a ground literal. Then
(a) A is a _XS ( possible) inference of LP if A is true in
some model in XS;
(b) A is a \XS (certain) inference of LP if A is true in
each of the models in XS;
(c) A is a \! XS (definite) inference of LP if both
XS{< and A is true in each of the models in XS;
The difference between certain and definite semantics
arises only when XS is empty; in this case, any A is inferred
in certain semantics whereas it is not in definite semantics.
It turns out that the two semantics differ only for total stable
models as the sets of all other stable models are never empty
for any program. Therefore, certain semantics will be taken
into account only for T-stable models. As shown in [37],
the definite semantics for T-stable models has a greater
expressive power than certain semantics. In addition, as
stated in part (a) of Proposition 2.1 below, definite seman-
tics is consistent with the intuition that it should never be
more credulous than possible semantics.
Proposition 2.1. Let LP be a logic program and A be
a ground literal. Then
(a) (A is a \!XS inference) O (A is a _XS inference)
(b) (A is a _WS inference)#(A is a \! WS inference)#
(A is a \! PS inference)
(c) (A is a \!PS inference) O (A is a \!MS inference) O
(A is a \!LS inference)
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(d) (A is a _TS inference) O (A is a _LS inference) O
(A is a _MS inference)
(e) (A is a _MS inference)#(A is a _PS inference).
Proof. (a) If A is a \!XS inference then A is in every
model in XS and XS is not empty; so A is in some model
in XS, thus A is also a _XS inference.
(b) By part (a) of Fact 2.1, WS is a singleton and then
the two versions of semantics coincide. Moreover, as the
well-founded model is P-stable and is contained in every
P-stable model by definition, A is a _WS inference if and
only if A is a \!PS inference.
(ce) The implications immediately follow from part
(b) of Fact 2.1.
Example 2.3. Consider the program of Example 2.1.
We have that both c and cc are _PS , _MS inferences
but only c is a _LS , _TS inference. Actually, c is also a
\!LS , \! TS inference. In the program of Example 2.2,
c is a _PS , _MS , _LS , \! LS inference but it is not
\!PS , \! MS , _TS , \! TS inference.
3. BOUND DATALOG QUERIES WITH NEGATION
DATALOGc programs are logic programs with negative
literals in the rule bodies but without functions symbols
[2, 9, 24, 43]. Some of the predicate symbols (EDB
predicates) correspond to database relations on a countable
domain U and do not occur in the rule heads. The other
predicate symbols are called IDB predicates. Possible
constants in a DATALOGc program are taken from the
domain U.
The DATALOGc program LP has an associated rela-
tional database scheme DSLP=[r | r is an EDB predicate
symbol of LP], thus EDB predicate symbols are seen as
relation symbols. A database D on DSLP is a set of finite
relations, one for each r in DSLP , denoted by D(r). The set
of all databases on DSLP is denoted by DLP .
Given a database D # DLP , LPD denotes the following
logic program:
LPD=LP _ [r(t) . | r # DSLP 7 t # D(r)].
The Herbrand universe ULPD is a finite subset of U and con-
sists of all constants occurring in LP or in D (the active
domain). If D is empty and no constant occurs in LP, then
ULPD is assumed to be equal to [a], where a is any constant
in U.
Definition 3.1. A (bound DATALOGc) query Q is a
pair (LP, G) , where LP is DATALOGc program and G
is a ground literal (the query goal ). Given a database D in
DLP and a class of stable models XS, the _XS (resp., \!XS
or \XS ) answer of Q on D is true if G is a _XS (resp., \!XS
or \XS ) inference of LPD and is false otherwise.
The set of all queries is denoted by Q.
Observe that, in general, two queries (LP, G) and
(LP, cG) on the same database do not give symmetric
answers. Thus, if (LP, G) defines a problem, (LP, cG)
does not necessarily define the complementary problem.
Definition 3.2. Let Q=(LP, G) be a query. Then
the database collection of Q w.r.t. the set of stable models
XS is:
(a) under the possible version of semantics (_XS seman-
tics) the set of all databases D in DLP for which the _XS -
answer of Q is true and is denoted by EXP_XS(Q);
(b) under the definite version of semantics (\!XS seman-
tics), the set of all databases D in DLP for which the \!XS -
answer of Q is true and is denoted by EXP\!XS(Q);
(c) under the certain version of semantics (\XS seman-
tics), the set of all databases D in DLP for which the \XS -
answer of Q is true and is denoted by EXP\!XS(Q).
The expressive power of a type of semantics (i.e., the kind
of stable model and the possible, certain, or definite version)
is given by the family of the database collections of all
possible queries, i.e., EXP_XS[Q]=[EXP
_
XS(Q) | Q # Q],
EXP\XS[Q]=[EXP
\
XS(Q) | Q # Q], and EXP
\!
XS[Q]=
[EXP\!XS(Q) | Q # Q].
Obviously, EXP\XS[Q] coincides with EXP
\!
XS[Q] for
all XS but T-stable models; so it will be explicitly com-
puted only in the latter case.
It is well known that the database collection of every
query is indeed a generic set of databases [2]. Recall that a
set D of databases on a database scheme DS with domain
U is (K-)generic [10, 2] if there exists a finite subset K of U
such that for any D in D and for any isomorphism % on rela-
tions extending a permutation on U&K, %(D) is in D as
wellinformally, all constants not in K are not interpreted
and relationships among them are only those explicitly
provided by the databases. Note that for a query Q=
(LP, G) , a suitable K consists of all constants occurring in
LP and in G. From now on, any generic set of databases
will be called a database collection.
After the data complexity approach of [10, 47] for which
the query is assumed to be a constant while the database is
the input variable, the expressive power coincides with the
complexity class of the problem of recognizing each query
database collection. The expressive power of each semantics
will be compared with database complexity classes, defined
as follows. Given a Turing machine complexity class C (for
instance P or NP), a relational database scheme DS, and
a database collection D on DS, D is C-recognizable if the
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problem of deciding whether D is in D is in C. The database
complexity class DB-C is the family of all C-recognizable
database collections (for instance, DB-P is the family of all
database collections that are recognizable in polynomial
time). If the expressive power of a given semantics coincides
with some complexity class DB-C, we say that the given
semantics captures (or expresses all queries in) DB-C.
Example 3.1. Consider the program LP of Example
2.1. We have that DSLP=[a]. Suppose that the universe is
the set of naturals N. Then for each finite subset K of N,
DLP contains a database D such that D(a)=K. Let Da1 and
Da2 be the set of all databases D in DLP for which 1 # D(a)
and 2 # D(a), respectively.
Consider the query Qc=(LP, c) . We have that
EXP_XS(Qc)=Da1 and EXP
\!
















each XS=PS, MS; EXP_XS(Qcc)=EXP
\!
XS(Qcc)=




In Section 5 we shall evaluate the expressive power of
P-stable, T-stable, M-stable, and L-stable models for bound
queries under the various versions of semantics. To
familiarize the reader with the main techniques used in
the proofs of the results, in the next section we show some
simple examples of DATALOGc bound queries whose
schemes will often occur in such proofs. We assume that the
reader is familiar with the basic notions of complexity
classes [16, 22, 34] and of query language complexity
evaluation (see, for instance, [24, 10, 14, 21 2426, 42,
47]).
4. BASIC SCHEMES OF BOUND QUERIES
In this section we present some examples of
DATALOGc bound queries which refer to the graph kernel
problem defined as: given a directed graph G=(V, E), does
there exist a kernel for G, i.e., is there a set SV of vertices
such that both (i) for each i in V&S, does there exist a j in
S for which the edge ( j, i) is in E, and (ii) for each i, j in S,
(i, j) is not in E? Note that the kernel problem is NP-
complete [16] and it has been used in [29] to analyze the
complexity of deciding the existence of a T-stable model.
Example 4.1. The directed graph in Fig. 2 has two
kernels: [1, 2] and [3, 4].
We denote the set of all (finite) directed graphs by DG ,





G . Any graph is represented by a database
on the database scheme DSG=[v, e] where v and e store its
vertices and edges, respectively.
FIG. 2. The directed graph.
Consider the following second-order formula over DSG :
_s \X[[cs(X) 7_Y(s(Y) 7 e(Y, X))]
6 [s(X) 7 \Y(s(Y) O ce(Y, X))]].
Note that v supplies the interpretation domain of the for-
mula. It is easy to see that a graph D is in DkG iff the formula
is satisfied by D. The above formula can be rewritten in the
following equivalent Skolem normal format for existential
second order formulas:
_s \X1 , X2 _Y[[cs(X1) 7 s(Y) 7 e(Y, X1)]
6 [s(X1) 7 cs(X2)] 6 [s(X1) 7 s(X2) 7 ce(X2 , X1)]].
This formula is next used to construct the following
DATALOGc program:
Program LPa :
r1: s(W)  v(W), cs^(W).
r2: s^(W)  v(W), cs(W).
r3: q(X1, X2)  s^(X1), s(Y), e(Y, X1).
r4: q(X1, X2)  s(X1), s^(X2).
r5: q(X1, X2)  s(X1), s(X2), ce(X2, X1).
r6: g cq(X1, X2).
whose EDB predicate symbols are v and e, thus
DSLP=DSG . Note that the rules (3)(5) implement the
three conjunctions in the above Skolem normal form
formula.
Let any directed graph D=(V, E) be given, say, with n
vertices. A P-stable model is constructed as follows. The first
two rules non-deterministically select two disjoint subsets of
V, say, S and S respectively. In fact, a vertex w is included
in S (i.e., s(w) is derived to be true) iff it is excluded from S
(i.e., s^(w) is declared to be false), and conversely. Note that
if S and S do not cover V then, for each w in V&(S _ S ),
both s(w) and s^(w) are undefined. For each x1 in S , if there
exists a vertex y in S for which ( y, x1) is in G (i.e., x1 is
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connected to some vertex in S) then the third rule makes
true q(x1 , x2) for every x2 in V. The fourth rule makes true
q(x1 , x2) for each x1 in S and for each x2 in S , and the fifth
rule makes true q(x1 , x2) if both x1 and x2 are in S and the
edge from x2 to x1 is not in G. Note that q(x1 , x2) is derived
to be true for every x1 , x2 in V iff S and S cover V and S is
a kernel. But, because of the definition of the unfounded set,
g is false iff for every x1 , x2 in V, q(x1 , x2) is true; so g is false
iff S and S cover V and S is a kernel.
The number of P-stable models is equal to 3n, that is the
number of distinct selections for S and S ; the number of
T-stable models is equal to 2n, that is, the number of distinct
selections for S and S such that the twosets cover V. Note
that an M-stable model is also both T-stable and L-stable,
thus the three notions of stability coincide in this case.
The well-founded model will make the trivial selection,
thus S=S =<. Therefore, for each x1 , x2 in V, s(x1),
s(x2), q(x1 , x2) are undefined; so g is undefined as well.
For a graph for which a kernel exists, g may be true, false,
or undefined in a generic P-stable model whereas g may be
either true or false in an M-stable, L-stable or T-stable
model. Moreover, there exists at least one P-stable (and
then M-stable, L-stable, T-stable) model which selects a
kernel and, therefore, makes g false.
For a graph without kernels, g may be true or undefined
in a generic P-stable model and g is always true in an
L-stable, M-stable, or T-stable model.
Query Qa : (LPa , cg) .
We have that EXP_XS(Qa)=D
K
G for each XS=PS,
MS, LS, TS (i.e., the query defines the graph kernel
problem), and EXP\!XS(Qa)=<, for each XS=PS,
MS, LS, TS (i.e., the query is meaningless). Finally,
EXP\!TS(Qa)=EXP
\
TS(Qa), i.e., certain semantics coin-
cides with definite semantics.
Query Qa$ : (LPa , g):
We have that EXP\!XS(Qa$)=D
K
G for each XS=MS,
LS, TS; so, under these semantics, the query defines
the coNP-complete problem: does the graph have no
kernels? On the other side, since EXP\!PS(Qa$)=< and
EXP_XS(Qa$)=DG for each XS=PS, MS, LS, TS,
the query is meaningless in these cases. Again certain




Program LPb : LPa _ [r7] where r7 is:
r7: p  g, cp.
A P-stable model is constructed in the same way as for
LPa for the first six rules. Because of the seventh rule, p is
false iff g is false and is undefined otherwise.
The number of P-stable models is again equal to 3n;
actually, every P-stable model of LPa is also a P-stable
model of LPb modulo adding cp whenever g is false.
Suppose first that a kernel exists for the graph. Then
L-stable models are also T-stable and an M-stable model is
L-stable iff cg is in it. The number of L-stable models (and
then of T-stable models and of M-stable models containing
cg) is equal to the number nK of distinct kernels in the
graph, where 1nK2n. The total number of M-stable
models is equal to 2n; so 2n&nK M-stable models contain g.
Suppose now that no kernel exists for the graph. Then
there exists no T-table model and every M-stable model
is also L-stable and contains g. The total number of
M-stable models (and of L-stable models as well) is equal
to 2n.
Query Qb : (LPb , cg) .
We have that EXP_XS(Qb)=D
K
G for each XS=PS,
MS, LS, TS, and EXP\!XS(Qb)=D
K
G for each
XS=LS, TS ; thus for these semantics the query defines
the graph kernel problem. Observe that the problem is
expressed by both versions of semantics for L-stable and
T-stable models, definite and possible semantics coinciding.
On the other hand, as EXP\TS(Qb)=DG , certain semantics
differs from definite semantics and provides no actual mean-
ing to the query. The query is meaningless as well for the
definite semantics of P-stable and M-stable models as
EXP\!XS(Qb)=< for XS=PS, MS.
Query Qb$ : (LPb , g).
We have that EXP\!XS(Qb$)=D
K
G for each XS=MS,
LS, and EXP_LS(Qb$)=D
K
G ; so for these semantics the
query defines the complement of the graph kernel problem.
Observe that again possible semantics coincides with
definite semantics for L-stable (but not T-stable) models;
moreover, queries Qb and Qb$ , give symmetric answers on
the same database. The other semantics are meaningless
since EXP_XS(Qb$)=D
K






EXP\TS(Qb$)=DG , also in this case the certain and definite
semantics are different although both are useless.
Program LPc : LPa _ [r7$ , r8] where r7$ , and r8 are:
r7: s(W)  g, s^(W).
r8: s^(W)  g, s(W).
A P-stable model is constructed in the same way as for
LPa for the first six rules. The role of the rules r7$ , and r8 is
to invalidate the selections of the first two rules (and, then,
the P-stable model itself as it looses stability) whenever g is
not false (i.e., the selected S and S do not cover V andor S
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is not a kernel). In fact, if g is not false both S(w) and S (w)
are not unfounded. Obviously, the well-founded model is
not invalidated for it does not make any selection.
If a kernel exists for the graph, then the number of M-
stable models is nK , every M-stable model is both total and
L-stable, and the number of P-stable models is nK+1 (i.e., all
M-stable models plus the well-founded model). Otherwise,
there exists a unique P-stable model, i.e., the well-founded
model and this model is also M-stable and L-stable but not
T-stable.
Query Qc : (LPc , cg).
We have that EXP_XS(Qc)=D
K
G for each XS=PS,
MS, LS, TS ; EXP\!PS(Qc)=< ; and EXP
\!
XS(Qc)=
DKG for each XS=MS, LS, TS. Thus M-stable, T-stable,
and L-stable models define the graph kernel problem under
both versions of semantics. Again EXP\TS(Qc)=DG ; so
certain and definite semantics are different.
Query Qc$ : (LPc , g).
We have that EXP\!XS(Qc$)=EXP
_
XS(Qc$)=< for each
XS=PS, MS, LS, TS, thus the query is meaningless.
So it is also for the certain semantics of T-stable models
since EXP\TS(Qc$)=DG .
We stress that the above programs are structured in a
general format that corresponds to an immediate implemen-
tation of existential second order Skolem normal form
formulas. The graph kernel problem as well as any specific
problem can actually be formulated with a simpler structure
by further exploiting its propertiesthe next example shows
how to improve the programs LPa and LPb .
Example 4.2. Consider the following program LP$a :
s(W)  v(W), cconntoS(W), cs^(W).
s^(W)  v(W), cs(W).
conntoS(X)  s(Y), e(Y, X).
notakernel  s^(Y), cconntoS(Y).
Because of the first rule, any two nodes that are included
in S are not connected. Therefore, to check whether S is a
kernel, it is sufficient to verify whether every node not in S
is connected to some node in S (see the last rule). So there
is a kernel iff there is a T-stable model for which nota
kernel is false.
The program LP$b is obtained from LP$a by adding the
following rule:
nokernels  notakernel, cnokernels.
Because of the above rule, there exists a T-stable model iff
the graph has a kernel and in every T-stable model both
notakernel and nokernels are false.
Finally, we point out that the above program schemes
can be combined to define problems in complexity classes
higher than NP or coNP.
Example 4.3. Let LP1 consist of two copies of the
program LP$b of Example 4.2, with two copies of the IDB
predicates (adorned with indices 1 and 2, respectively), plus
the following three rules:
r1: twosets  s1(X), cs2(X).
r2: twosets  s2(X), cs1(X).
r3: uniquekernel  ctwosets.
The query Q1=(LP1 , uniquekernel) under the \!TS
semantics defines the decision problem of whether a graph
has a unique kernelthis problem is in the complexity class
US which is located between coNP and D p [22, 34]. In
fact, note that (1) if there is no kernel, there are no
T-stable models, so the \!TS semantics infers nothing; (2)
if there is a uniquekernel, then there is just one T-stable
model, in which case S1=S2 and the \! TS semantics infers
uniquekernel; and (3) if there are two kernels, then there is
a T-stable model with S1 {S2 , so the \!TS semantics does
not infer uniquekernel.
Observe that, under the \! LS semantics, an L-stable
model exists even though there is no kernel. Therefore, it
may happen that S1 {S2 and the \!LS semantics infers
uniquekernel even though none of the two sets is a kernel.
Thus under the \! LS semantics Q1 defines the decision
problem of whether a graph has at most one kernelthis
problem is in coNP. To capture the unique-kernel problem
with L-stable models, we construct the program LP2 by
modifying the rule r3 of LP1 into
uniquekernel  cnotakernel1 , ctwosets,
so that the existence of a kernel is necessary to infer
uniquekernel under the \!LS semantics. Therefore, the
query Q2=(LP2 , uniquekernel) defines the unique-
kernel problem under both the \!TS and the \!LS
semantics.
Finally, note that the query Q2$=(LP2 , c uniqueker-
nel) defines the complement of the unique-kernel problem
under the \!LS semantics because al least one L-stable
model exists and c uniquekernel is in every L-stable model
also when there is no kernel. Instead, under the \!TS seman-
tics, Q2$ (as well as the query (LP1 , c uniquekernel) )
defines the problem of whether the graph has more than one
kernelthis problem is in NP. As a matter of fact, since the
complement of the unique-kernel problem is not in D p and
the expressive power of \!TS semantics does not go beyond
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D p (see Section 5.2), this problem cannot be expressed by
the \!TS semantics (unless NP=co NP).
5. THE EXPRESSIVE POWERS FOR BOUND QUERIES
5.1. P-Stable Models
The recognition of P-stable models can be done in poly-
nomial time.
Fact 5.1. Given a DATALOGc program LP, a
database D in DLP , and an interpretation M for LPD ,
deciding whether M is a P-stable model for LPD is in P.
Proof. The size of LP is assumed to be constant; so the
size of M is polynomially bound on the size of D. M is
P-stable if and only if the conditions (a) and (b) of Defini-
tion 2.1 are satisfied. To test the condition (a) about found-
ness it is sufficient to construct LP(M) and to compute
TLP(M) ; it is well known that both steps can be done in time
polynomial in the size of D. As for the condition (b), we
need to compute the greatest unfounded set and also this
computation can be done in time polynomial in the size of
D (see [46]). So deciding whether M is a P-stable model for
LPD is in P. K
Under the possible semantics, P-stable models capture
DB-NP.
Proposition 5.1. EXP_PS[Q]=DB-NP.
Proof. Let us first prove that, given any query
Q=(LP, G) , in Q, recognizing whether a database D is in
EXP_PS(Q) is in NP. G is a _PS inference of LPD iff there
exists a P-stable model M of LPD such that G # M. There-
fore, it is sufficient to non-deterministically guess an inter-
pretation M of LPD and to check in polynomial time
whether (1) M is P-stable and (2) G is in M.
Let us now prove that every NP recognizable database
collection D, say on the database scheme DS, is in
EXP_PS[Q]. To this end, we use Fagin’s result [15] that D
is defined by an existential second order formula _R8(R),
where R is a list of predicate symbols distinct from the ones
in DS and 8 is a first-order formula involving predicate
symbols in DS and in R. As shown in [26], this formula is
equivalent to one of the form (second order Skolem normal
form) (_S) 1(S), where
1(S)=(\X)(_Y)(31(S, X, Y) 6 } } } 63k(S, X, Y)),
where S is a superlist of R consisting of the predicate sym-
bols si , 1im ; and 31 , ..., 3k are conjunctions of literals
involving variables in X and Y and predicate symbols in
DS and S.
Consider the following program LP:
sj (Wj)  cs^j (Wj). (1 jm)
s^j (Wj)  csj (Wj). (1 jm)
q(X)  3i (S, X, Y). (1ik)
g  cq(X).
(Note that this program follows the scheme of the program
LPa in Section 4we would have also used the scheme of
the program LPb or of the program LPc .)
We have that DSLP=DS. We show that EXP
_
PS(Q)
=D where Q=(LP, cg) . Let D be a database on DS
and assume that there exists a P-stable model of LPD , say
M, for which cg # M. Let s=(s1 , ..., sm) be the relations
selected by the first two groups of rules in the construction
of M. Since cg is in the greatest unfounded set of M, for
each x, q(x) # M ; so, by the third group of rules, there exists
constants y and a conjunction 3i such that 3i (s, x, y) is
satisfied. Therefore, 1(s) is satisfied; so (_S) 1(S) is satisfied
as well and, then, D # D. Hence, EXP_PS(Q)D. Consider
now any database D # D. Then there exists a list of relations
s for which 1(s) is satisfied. Let us now construct a T-stable
model M of LPD which selects the same list s of relations
through the first two groups of rules; such a model
obviously exists. Then, 1(s) is satisfied; so, for each x,
q(x) # M by the third group of rules. From the fourth rule it
follows that cg # M : so DEXP_PS(Q) and, then,
EXP_PS(Q)=D.
Under the definite semantics, P-stable models have the
same expressive power as well-founded models, i.e., they





Proof. The definite semantics for P-stable models coin-
cides with that of well-founded models by part (b) of
Proposition 2.1. Inclusion in DB-P derives from the fact
that the well-founded model can be computed in polyno-
mial time [46]. Finally, it is well known that well-founded
semantics only captures a proper subset of DB-P [2], that
is, the same subset captured by the so-called fixpoint queries
[10]. K
As proven in [33], queries on stratified programs [1, 11,
45, 31] with ordered universes capture the whole DB-P ;
therefore, as the stratified model is indeed well-founded,
also the definite P-stable model semantics captures the
whole DB-P if an ordering is available.
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5.2. T-Stable Models
It is known that the recognition of T-stable models can be
done in polynomial time [17].
Fact 5.3. Given a DATALOGc program LP, a
database D on DSLP , and an interpretation M for LPD ,
deciding whether M is a T-stable model for LPD is in P.
Proof. It is sufficient to check whether M is both total
and a P-stable model. By Fact 5.1, the latter check can be
done in time polynomial in the size of D. Obviously, also the
recognition of whether an interpretation is total can be done
in polynomial time. So the recognition is in P. K
As pointed out before, the existence of T-stable models is
not guaranteed. It is known in the literature [29] that
recognizing the existence of T-stable model is an NP-
complete problem. Next we present a proof of this result
that uses the program LPb of Section 4.
Fact 5.4. Given a query (LP, G) and a database D on
DSLP , deciding whether LPD has a T-stable model is
NP-complete.
Proof. Membership in NP is clear. To show that the
problem is NP-complete, we take the database collection
DKG on [v, e] of all graphs that have a kernel. Given a
database D on [v, e] (i.e., a graph), the recognition of
whether D # DkG (i.e., the graph has a kernel) is an NP-
complete problem. Consider the program LPb of Section 4.
As discussed in that section, there exists a T-stable model if
and only if the graph has a kernel. So NP-completeness is
proved. K
Under the possible version of semantics, the expressive
power of T-stable models coincides with that of P-stable
models.
Proposition 5.2. EXP_TS[Q]=DB&NP.
Proof. Given any query Q=(LP, G) in Q, recog-
nizing whether a database D is in EXP_TS(Q) is in NP
since we can non-deterministically guess an interpretation
M of LPD and check in polynomial time whether (1) M is
T-stable and (2) G is in M. To prove that every NP
recognizable database collection D is in EXP_TS[Q],
consider the program LP and the query Q in the proof of
Proposition 5.1. We have shown that EXP_PS(Q)D;
so, as EXP_TS(Q)EXP
_
PS(Q) by Proposition 2.1,
EXP_TS(Q)D. Observe now that the P-stable model
used in the above proof to show that DEXP_PS(Q)
is indeed total; so DEXP_TS(Q) as well. Hence,
EXP_TS(Q)=D. K
As proven in [37], under the definite semantics, the
expressive power of T-stable models coincides with the class
DB-D p. We recall that a problem is in D p if it can be
expressed as a conjunction of a problem in NP and a
problem in coNP [35].
Fact 5.5. EXP\!XS[Q]=DB&D
p.
Proof. See [37]. K
In Example 4.3 we have shown how to express a problem
in the class US using definite semantics of T-stable models.
We next show how to express a D p-complete problem.
Example 5.1. A well-known DP-complete problem is
the exact clique [22, 34]: given a graph G and an integer k,
is the size of the maximum clique in G precisely k? This
problem is formulated, under the definite semantics of
T-stable models, as follows.
Consider first the following generic program LP ihclique
(there exists an instance for each value of the index i):
(1): ci(X, J)  v(X), v(J), sizei(H),
JH, cdiffci(X, J).
(2): diffci(X, J)  ci(X, J$), J{J$.
(3): diffci(X, J)  ci(X$, J), X{X$.
(4): notacliquei  ci(X, J), ci(Y, J$),
X{Y, ce(X, Y).
The database relations v (vertices of the graph) and e
(edges) describe the graph. We have assumed that the ver-
tices are numbered from 1 to n and are, therefore, ordered;
this is not a restriction for stable model semantics allows to
easily construct an ordering in any case. Assume that sizei is
true exactly for one value, say h and 1hn. Then, the
rules (1)(3) select the pairs (x1 , 1), ..., (xh , h) such that
x1 , ..., xh are distinct verticesthus the rules non-deter-
ministically return any subset of h vertices. Then the rule (4)
checks whether the selected subset is an h-clique. Observe
that, using the choice construct of [38], the first three rules
can be replaced by the following rule:
ci(X, J)  v(X), v(J), sizei(H), JH,
choice((X), (J)), choice((J), (X)).
where the first (resp., second) choice enforces that no
two X and X$ (resp., J and J$) share the same J
(resp., X).
Consider now the program LP that consists of two
instances of LP ihclique (with indices 1 and 2, respectively)
plus the following rules:
(5): size1(K)  givenk(K).
(6): nocliquesk  notaclique1,
cnocliquesk.
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(7): size2(K$)  v(K$), givenk(K),
K$>K, choice((), (K$)).
(8): exactkclique  notaclique2.
By the rule (5), size1 is set equal to the input size k stored
in the EDB predicate givenk and, by rule (6), either the
subprogram LP1K$clique selects a k-clique or no T-stable
model exists. The rule (7) non-deterministically selects
exactly one k$>k as the size for LP2K$clique this rule is
equivalent to the following two rules:
size2(K$)  v(K$), givenk(K),
K$>K, cdiffK$(K$).
diffK$(K$)  size2(K"), K"{K$.
By the rule (8), exactkclique is true in every T-stable
model M if notaclique2 is true (i.e., no clique of size k$>k
exists). On the other hand, if there exists no clique of size k
then there will be no T-stable model at all because of the
rule (6). It turns out that the answer of the exact clique
problem is ‘‘yes’’ if and only if both (i) exactkclique is true
in every T-stable model and (ii) there is at least one T-stable
model. Thus the problem is defined by the query
Q=(LP, exactkclique) under the \!TS semantics.
Fact 5.5 states that definite semantics increases the
expressive power of T-stable models w.r.t. the traditional
certain semantics which only express coNP problems [41,
42].
Fact 5.6. EXP\TS[Q]=DB-coNP.
Proof. See [41, 42]. K
The expressive power of T-stable models under certain
semantics coincides with that of the subclass of queries for




where QT is the set of all queries for which a T-stable model
exists for every possible database.
Proof. See [37]. K
5.3. M-Stable Models
The recognition of M-stable models cannot be done in
polynomial time unless P=NP.
Theorem 5.1. Given a DATALOGc program LP, a
database D on DSLP , and an interpretation M for LPD ,
deciding whether M is an M-stable model for LPD is coN-
P-complete.
Proof. Let M be an interpretation and consider the
complementary problem P : is it true that M is not an M-
stable model? P is in NP since we can guess an interpreta-
tion N and verify in polynomial time that (i) N is P-stable
and (ii) either M is not P-stable or M is a proper subset of
N. Hence the problem P is in coNP.
To show that the problem is coNP-complete, we take
the database collection D KG on [v, e] of all graphs that have
no kernel. Given a database D on [v, e] (i.e., a graph), the
recognition of whether D # D KG (i.e., the graph has no ker-
nel) is a coNP-complete problem. Consider the program
LPc of Section 4. As discussed in that section, the well-
founded model of LPc is M-stable (i.e., it is the unique
P-stable model) if and only if the graph has no kernel, i.e.,
D # D KG . But testing whether the well-founded model is
M-stable is an instance of the problem of deciding whether
an interpretation is an M-stable model; so any instance of
the problem of deciding whether a graph has no kernel can
be transformed in polynomial time into an instance of the
problem of deciding whether an interpretation is an M-stable
model. Hence the latter problem is coNP-complete.
Under the possible semantics, the expressive power of
M-stable models coincides with that of P-stable models and
T-stable models.
Proposition 5.3. EXP_MS[Q]=DB-NP.
Proof. By part (d) of Proposition 2.1, a ground literal A
is a _PS inference iff A is a _MS inference. Hence,
EXP_MS[Q]=EXP
_
PS[Q]. By Proposition 5.1,
EXP_MS[Q]=DB-NP. K
Under the definite semantics, the expressive power of
M-stable models tremendously increases and gets to the




Proof. Let us first prove that, given any query
Q=(LP, G) in Q, recognizing whether a database D is in
EXP\!MS(Q) is in 6
p
2 . Consider the complementary
problem P : is there any M-stable model M of LPD such that
G # LPD? To solve this problem, we guess an interpretation
M and use an NP oracle to ask whether M is not M-stable;
if the answer is not (i.e., M is indeed M-stable), we check in
polynomial time whether G # M. Therefore, P is in 7 p2 and,
then, recognizing whether a database D is in EXP\!MS(Q) is
in 6 p2 .
Let us now prove that every 6 p2 recognizable database
collection D on a database scheme DS is in EXP\!MS[Q].
By generalizing Fagin’s result to the second level of the
polynomial hierarchy, D is defined by a second order for-
mula of the form \R1 _R28(R1, R2). Using the usual trans-
formation technique, the above formula is equivalent to a
second order Skolem form formula (\S1)(_S2) 1(S1, S2),
where
1(S1, S1)=(\X)(_Y)(31(S1, S2, X, Y) 6 } } }
6 3k(S1, S2, X, Y)),
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S1 and S2 being two lists of respectively m1 , m2 predicate
symbols, containing all symbols in R1 and R2, respectively.
Consider the following program LP:
r1 : s1j (W
1




j ). (1 jm1)
r2 : s^1j (W
1




j ). (1 jm1)
r3 : s2j (W
2
j )  cs^2j (W1j ). (1 jm2)
r4 : s^2j (W
2




j ). (1 jm2)
r5 : q(X)  3i (S1, S2, X, Y). (1ik)
r6 : g  cq(X).
r8 : s^2j (W
2




j ). (1 jm2)
r9 : s2j (W
2




j ). (1 jm2)
We have that DSLP=DS. To complete the proof it
is sufficient to show that EXP\!MS(Q)=D, where
Q=(LP, cg). Let D be any database in EXP\!MS(Q);
then each M-stable model of LPD contains cg. Let M be
any M-stable model and S1=(s11 , ..., s
1
m), S
2=(s21 , ..., s
2
m)
be the relations selected by the first four groups of rules in
the construction of M. Since cg is in the greatest unfounded
set of M, for each x, q(x) # M ; so, by the group r5 of rules,
there exist constants y and a conjunction 3i such that
3i (s1, s2, x, y) is satisfied. Therefore, 1(s1, s2) is satisfied; so
(_S2) 1(s1, S2) is satisfied as well. Hence, to prove that
(\S1)(_S2) 1(S1, S2) is satisfied, it is sufficient to show that
for each possible list of relations s$1, there exists an M-stable
model that selects this list through the first two groups of
rules. To this end, observe that a P-stable model N can be
constructed such that it selects s$1 and, besides, no ground
atom with symbol in S1 is left undefined in N. By the defini-
tion of the M-stable model, there exists an M-stable model,
say N$, for which NN$. So, N$ is an M-stable model that
selects s$1; hence, we can replace M with N$ in the above
argument and we get that (_S2) 1(s$1, S2) is satisfied for
each s$1. It follows that (\S1)(_S2) 1(S1, S2) holds. Hence
D # D and, then, EXP\!MS(Q)D.
Consider now any database D # D. Then for each list of
relations s1, there exists a list of relations s2 for which
1(s1, s2) is satisfied. Take any list of relations s1. Let M be
the set of M-stable models that select s1 through the first
two groups of rules; because of the structure of these rules,
M is not empty. Moreover, for each s2 for which 1(s1, s2) is
satisfied, there exists M # M that selects S2 and, therefore,
for each x, q(x) # M by the group r5 of rules. So cg is in M.
We next show by contradiction that every model in M con-
tains cg, i.e., D # EXP\!MS(Q). Suppose not and assume
that N # M does not contain cg. Then all the ground rules
of the groups r8 and r9 do not have a false body, so the
ground rules of the groups r3 and r4 cannot be used; there-
fore, all ground literals with symbol in S2 are undefined in
N. Hence, N/Ma contradiction with the assumption
that N is M-stable. It follows that D # EXP\!MS(Q), i.e.,
DEXP\!MS(Q). Hence, EXP
\!
MS(Q)=D and this con-
cludes the proof. K
Next we give an example of how M-stable models can
express a problem in a complexity class higher than D p. For
presentation’s sake, we have chosen a problem in the class
2 p2 , i.e., a problem that can be solved by consulting an NP
oracle a polynomial number of times [22, 34].
Example 5.2. The unique maximum clique problem is
defined as: given a graph G, is the maximum clique in G
unique? This problem is in 2 p2 but does not seem to be in D
p.
Note that the problem is not 2 p2 -complete since it can be
solved by consulting an NP oracle a logarithmic number of
times only (e.g., using binary search to find the size of the
maximum clique). Also, the complementary problem is in
2 p2 and is defined, under the \! MS semantics, by the query
Q=(LP, nouniquemaxclique) where LP is the
program consisting of two instances of the program
LP ihclique (with indices 1 and 2, respectively) of Example
5.1 plus the following rules:
(5): size1(K)  v(K), choice((), (K)).
(6): size2(K$)  v(K$), size1(K), K$K,
choice((), (K$)).
(7): distinctclique2  cnotaclique2,
c2(X, J), cc1(X, J$).
(8): nounmaxclique  notaclique1.
(9): nounmaxclique  distinctclique2.
(10): diffc2(X, J)  cnounmaxclique, c2(X, J).
The rule (5) non-deterministically selects any value kn for
size1for presentation’s sake, we have again used the
choice construct as in Example 5.1. Therefore, LP1hclique
selects any subset C of k vertices and notaclique1 is false
iff C forms a clique. The rule (6) non-deterministically
selects any k$>k as the value for size2 so that LP2hclique
selects any subset C$ of k$ vertices and notaclique2 is false
iff C$ forms a clique. The rule (7) checks whether C$ both is
a clique and is distinct from Cnote that, as k$k, C$ can-
not be a proper subset of C. If C is not a clique or C$ is a cli-
que different from C then we have computed an M-stable
model for which nounmaxclique is true. On the other
hand, if C is a clique and C$ is not another distinct clique,
the bodies of the rules (8), (9) are false and, therefore,
nounmaxclique is false as well; hence, the rule (10)
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invalidates the ‘‘stability’’ of C$ so that another selection will
be made in the subprogram LP2hclique . If C happens to be
the unique clique, any other selection for C$ will fail; then,
there will be exactly one M-stable model that selects C and
nounmaxclique will be undefined in this model. Thus a
graph has no unique maximum clique iff nounmaxclique
is true in every M-stable model, i.e., for each C, either C is
not a clique or there exists another clique with equal or
greater size. Hence, under the \!MS semantics, the query
Q(LP, nounmaxclique) defines the complement of the
unique maximum clique problem.
Observe that the query Q(LP, nounmaxclique)
does not define the unique maximum clique problem under
_MS semantics because of the lack of complementarity
between \! and _ semantics. Obviously, the problem can be
defined under \! MS semantics as 2 p2 6
p
2 ; however, we
have to write the program LP in a rather different (and
more contrived) way.
5.4. L-Stable Models
The recognition of L-stable models cannot be done in
polynomial time unless P=NP.
Theorem 5.3. Given a DATALOGc program LP, a
database D on DSLP , and an interpretation M for LPD ,
deciding whether M is an L-stable model for LPD is
coNP-complete.
Proof. Let M be an interpretation and consider the
complementary problem P : is it true that M is not an
L-stable model? P is in NP since we can guess an inter-
pretation N and verify in polynomial time that (i) N is P-
stable and (ii) either M is not P-stable or N is a proper sub-
set of M . Completeness can now be proven in the same way
as for M-stable models since M-stable models are also L-
stable models in the program LPc used in the proof of
Theorem 5.1. K
It is not surprising that, under the definite version of
semantics, L-stable models capture DB-6 p2 as they are M-





Proof. Let us first prove that, given any query
Q=(LP, G) in Q, recognizing whether a database D is in
EXP\!LS(Q) is in 6
p
2 . Consider the complementary problem
P : is there any L-stable model M of LPD that G  LPD ? To
solve this problem, we guess an interpretation M and use an
NP oracle to ask whether M is not L-stable; if the answer
is no (i.e., M is indeed L-stable), we check in polynomial
time whether G # M. Therefore, P is in 7 p2 and, then,
recognizing whether a database D is in EXP\!LS(Q) is
in 6 p2 .
Let us now prove that every 6 p2 recognizable database
collection D on a database scheme DS is in EXP\!LS[Q].
Then D is definable by a second order formula of the form
\R1 _R28(R1, R2). As shown in the proof of Theorem 5.2,
this formula can be put into the Skolem format
(\S1)(_S2) 1(S1, S2), where
1(S1, S2)=(\X)(_Y)(31(S1, S2, X, Y) 6 } } }
6 3k(S1, S2, X, Y)).
Consider the following program LP:
r1 : s1j (W
1




j ). (1 jm1)
r2 : s^1j (W
1
j )  cs1j (W1j ). (1 jm1)
r3 : s2j (W
2




j ). (1 jm2)
r4 : s^2j (W
2




j ). (1 jm2)
r5 : q(X)  3i (X, Y). (1ik)
r6 : g  g, cp.




j ), cvj (W
1
j ). (1 jm1)




j ), cv^ j (W
1
j ). (1 jm1)
We have that DSLP=DS. We show that EXP
\!
LS(Q)
=D, where Q=(LP, cg) . Let D be any database in
EXP\!LS(Q); then each L-stable model of LPD contains
cg. Let M be any L-stable model and s1, s2 be the relations
selected by the first four groups of rules in the construction
of M. By repeating the same argument as in the proof of
Theorem 5.2, it is easy to see that (_S2) 1(s1, S2) is satisfied.
To prove that (\S1)(_S2) 1(S1, S2) is satisfied, we have to
show that, for each s1, there exists an L-stable model that
selects s1 through the first two groups of rules. To this end,
observe that the groups (8), (9) of rules make false all
ground atoms v^j (t) for which s1j (t) is in s
1 and all ground
atoms vj (t) for which s1j (t) is not in s
1; so for each P-stable
model M$ selecting s$1{s1, M $/3 M and then there will
exist at least one L-stable model which selects s1. Therefore,
(_S2) 1(s$1, S2) is satisfied for each s$1. It follows that
(\S1)(_S2) 1(S1, S2) holds. Hence D # D and, then,
EXP\!LS(Q)D.
Consider now any database D # D. Then for each list of
relations s1, there exists a list of relations s2 for which
1(s1, s2) is satisfied. Take any list of relations s1. Let M be
the set of L-stable models that select s1; because of the
groups (8), (9) of rules, M is not empty. Moreover, for each
s2 for which 1(s1, s2) is satisfied, there exists M # M that
selects s2 and, therefore, for each x, q(x) # M by the group
r5 of rules. So cg is in M. We next show by contradiction
that every model in M contains cg, i.e., D # EXP\!LS(Q).
Suppose not and assume that N # M does not contain cg.
Then, because of the rule (7), p is undefined in N. Hence,
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M /N a contradiction with the assumption that N is
L-stable. It follows that D # EXP\!LS(Q), i.e., D
EXP\!LS(Q). This concludes the proof. K
Under the possible version of semantics, the expressive
power of M-stable models under possible semantics is
complementary to the expressive power under definite
semantics. Thus, with L-stable models, possible semantics




Proof. Let us first prove that, given any query
Q=(LP, G) in Q, recognizing whether a database D is in
EXP_LS(Q) is in 7
p
2 . To solve this problem, we guess an
interpretation M and use an NP oracle to ask whether
M is not L-stable; if the answer is no (i.e., M is indeed
L-stable), we check in polynomial time whether G # M.
Therefore, EXP_LS(Q) is in 7
p
2 .
Let us now prove that every 7 p2 recognizable database
collection D$ on a database scheme DS is in EXP_LS[Q].
We have that D$ is defined by a second order formula of
the form _R1 \R28$(R1, R2). By setting 8(R1, R2)=
c8$(R1, R2), we have that the formula \R1 _R28(R1, R2)
defines the database collection D, where D=DDS &D$ and
DDS is the set of all databases on DS. Consider the
program LP and the query Q=(LP, cg) in the proof of
Theorem 5.4. We have therein shown that a database D in
DDS is in D iff D is in EXP\!LS(Q); hence a database D in
DDS is in D$ iff D is not in EXP\!LS(Q). But D is not in
EXP\!LS(Q) iff there exists some L-stable model M for
which g is in M. It follows that D$=EXP_LS(Q$) where
Q$=(LP, g) . K
Next we show that L-stable models can express both the
unique maximum clique problem and the complementary
problem using the same program.
Example 5.3. Consider the program LP and the
query Q of Example 5.2. The query Q does not define the
complement of the unique maximum clique problem under
the definite semantics of L-stable models. In fact, if the
graph has a unique maximum clique, say C, then the unique
M-stable model selecting C will not be L-stable because of
the criterion of minimal undefinedness; so, no un max clique
will be true in every L-stable model. To remove this incon-
venience, we need to retain an L-stable model for each
possible C; so, we modify LP into LP$ by adding the rule
(11): storec1(X, I, K)  c1(X, I),
size1(K), cstorec1(X, I. K),
which leaves undefined every store c1(x, i, k), thus allowing
it to have at least one L-stable model for every C. Now the
query Q$=(LP$, nounmaxclique) defines the comple-
ment of the unique maximum clique problem under the
definite semantics of both L-stable and M-stable models.
Next we further refine LP$ into the program LP" to define
the unique maximum clique problem using the possible
semantics. To this end, we replace the rule (10)
(10) : diffc2(X, J)  cnounmaxclique, c2(X, J)
with the following rule:
(10$): unmaxclique  cnounmaxclique,
cunmaxclique.
Let M be an M-stable model selecting the sets C and C$.
If C is a clique and C$ is not a different clique with equal or
greater size, then nounmaxclique is false and, because of
the rule (10$), unmaxclique is undefined. Therefore M will
be L-stable iff every other M-stable selecting the same set C
leaves unmaxclique undefined, i.e., there exists no clique
different from C with equal or greater size so that C is
indeed the unique maximum clique. Observe that, because
of the rule (11), the above M-stable model is not com-
parable for minimal undefinedness with any M-stable model
selecting a different set C. Hence, unmaxclique is
undefined in some L-stable model iff nounmaxclique is
true; so the query Q"=(LP", unmaxclique) defines the
unique maximum clique problem under the _LS semantics.
Finally, observe that, under the definite semantics of L-
stable models (but not of M-stable models), the query
(LP", cunmaxclique) defines the complementary
problem. This is another strong advantage of L-stable
models: the same program can be used to express com-
plementary problems.
6. THE EXPRESSIVE POWERS FOR
NON-BOUND QUERIES
6.1. Deterministic Semantics
In this section we shall study the expressive powers of
stable models for non-bound DATALOGc queries, i.e., the
query goals are not ground. For simplicity but without
substantial loss of generality, we shall assume that the query
goal is an atom and that no term in it is ground.
Definition 6.1. An unbound (DATALOGc) query is
a pair UQ=(LP, r(X)) where LP is a DATALOGc
program, r is an IDB predicate symbol occurring in LP,
and X is a list of variables.
Given a database D on DSLP , the answer of UQ on D
under the _XS (resp., \! XS or \XS ) semantics is the
(possibly empty) relation r=[t | r(t) is a _XS (resp., \!XS
or \XS ) inference of LPD ] and is denoted by UQ_XS(D)
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Definition 6.2. Given a database scheme DS and a
relation symbol r  DS, both on a countable domain U, a
database mapping from DS to r is a total recursive function
which maps every database D on DS to a finite (possibly
empty) relation on r and which is W-generic, i.e., it is
invariant under an isomorphism on U&W, where W is any
finite subset of U.
Thus, for every stable model semantics, an unbound
query UQ is indeed a database mapping from DSLP to the
query predicate symbol r and it is W-generic, where W is
the finite set of constants occurring in LP. Therefore, the
expressive power of stable model semantics coincides with
the class of database mappings that are defined by all
possible unbound queries. Classes of database mappings
can be characterized in terms of the complexity of their
recognition. A typical measure of complexity for a database
mapping is [20, 10, 2]: given a database mapping
DM : DS  r and a Turing machine complexity class C,
DM is C-recognizable if for each D on DS, deciding
whether a tuple t is in DM(D) can be done in C time.
Lemma 6.1. Let DM be a database mapping from DS
to r. Then
(a) for each D on DS, DM(D) is polynomially bound on
the size of D ;
(b) for C=P, NP, coNP, D p, 7 p2 , or 6
p
1 , DM is
C-recognizable if and only if deciding whether a relation on r
is a (not necessarily proper) subset of DM(D) is in C.
Proof. For each D, DM(D) is polynomially bound on
the arity of r and the size of D and W because of the
isomorphism and of the finiteness of DM(D). But, the arity
of r and the size of W are constant for each DM; so the first
part of the lemma is proven. As the number of tuples is poly-
nomially bound and ,DM(D) by the totality of DM, the
recognition problems for every tuple can be combined into
a subrelation recognition problem; therefore the second
part holds as well. K
Part (b) of the above lemma suggests another complexity
measure: the complexity of deciding whether a relation is
exactly DM(D) and not only a subset of it. More formally,
given a database mapping DM : DS  r and a Turing
machine complexity class C, DM is C-rel(ation)-
recognizable if, for each D on DS and r on r, deciding
whether r=DM(D) can be done in C time. For relation
recognition it is not sufficient to verify that all tuples in r are
in DM(D); we must also check that any tuple outside r is
not in DM(D).
Lemma 6.2. Let DM: DS  r be a database mapping.
Then
(a) if DM is P-recognizable then it is P-rel-
recognizable ;
(b) if DM is NP or coNP-recognizable then it is
D p-rel-recognizable ;
(c) if DM is 7 p2 or 6
p
2 -recognizable then it is D
p
2 -
rel-recognizable, where D p2 is the class of all problems that
can be defined as the conjunction of a problem in 7 p2 and a
problem in 6 p2 ;
(d) if DM is NP-rel-recognizable then it is NP-
recognizable;




Proof. (ac). Consider the relation Q on DS_r such
that the pair (D, r) is in Q iff rDM(D). We have that DM
is C-recognizable iff the instance-solution problem for Q is in
C, i.e., deciding whether a pair (D, r) is in Q can be done
in C-time. Observe that, by Part (2) of Lemma 6.1, Q is
polynomially balanced, i.e., for each (D, r) # Q, the size of r
is polynomially bound on the size of D; moreover, Q
is hereditary, i.e., given (D, r) # Q, for any r$r, (D, r$) is
in R as well. The maximal instance-solution for Q in D is
the relation DM(D); so the maximal instance-solulion
problem for Q coincides with the problem of relation
recognizability for DM. The following results have been
proved in [12]:
v if Q is polynomially balanced and hereditary and the
instance-solution problem for Q is in P, then the maximal
instance-solution problem for Q is in P.
v if Q is polynomially balanced and hereditary and the
instance-solution problem for Q is in NP or in coNP,
then the maximal instance-solution problem for Q is
in D p.
Therefore parts (a) and (b) of the proposition hold. A
simple extension of the above results provides the proof for
part (c) of the lemma.
(de). Suppose that DM is NP-rel-recognizable. Then,
by Fagin’s result [15], there exists an existential second
order formula _X8 on DS$=DS _ [r] that is satisfied for
a given D on DS and a given r on r iff DM(D)=r. Consider
any tuple t on r. We rewrite the above formula as
_X _r(r(t) 7 8) so that the r is now an IDB symbol. Then,
given D on DS, t is in DM(D) iff the new formula is
satisfied for D. Hence, as the new formula is still an existen-
tial second order formula, the recognition of t is in NP thus
DM is NP-recognizable. A similar argument can be used
for part (e). K
The reverse implications do not in general hold. For
instance, deciding whether a relation consisting of a set of
nodes represents a kernel for the directed graph (i.e., the
input database) is in P, whereas deciding whether a node
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(i.e., a tuple) is in the kernel is NP-complete. Also, deciding
whether a relation consisting of a set of nodes represents
a maximum clique for the graph corresponding to the
input database is coNP-complete, whereas deciding
whether a node (i.e., a tuple) is in a maximum clique is D p-
complete.
The next results show that the expressive powers of
unbound queries under possible semantics are strongly
related to the expressive powers of bound queries.
Theorem 6.1. Let DM be a database mapping. Then
(a) DM is expressible by an unbound query under the
_XS semantics, where XS=PS, TS, or MS, if and only
if DM is NP- recognizable;
(b) DM is expressible by an unbound query under the
_LS semantics if and only if DM is 7 p2 -recognizable.
Proof. Let DM be a database mapping from a database
scheme DS to a relation symbol r. In the proof we
refer to a generic type XS of stable models. Let
EXP_XS[Q]=DB-C be the expressive power of all bound
queries under _XS semantics. Observe that C=NP for
XS=PS, TS, and MS because of Propositions 5.1, 5.2,
and 5.3, respectively; furthermore, by Theorem 5.5, C=7 p2
for XS=LS.
(Only-if part). Suppose that there exists an unbound
query UQ=(LP, r(X)) such that DSLP=DS, r is an
IDB predicate symbol of LP, and for each D on DS,
DM(D)=UQ_XS(D). For any tuple t on r, we construct the
bound query Q=(LP, r(t)). Obviously, r(t) is a _XS
inference of LPD iff t is in UQ
_
XS(D)=DM(D); so t is in
DM(D) iff D is in EXP_XS(Q). Hence, as EXP
_
XS(Q) # DB-
C, membership of D in EXP_XS(Q) can be tested in C
time and, then, membership of t in DM(D) can be tested in
C time as well. Thus DM is C-recognizable.
(If part). Suppose now that DM is C-recognizable.
Consider the database scheme DS$=DS _ [r] and the
database collection D$ on DS$ defined as: [D _ [r] | D is
any database on DS and rDM(D)]. By part (b) of
Lemma 6.1, D$ is a C-recognizable database collection. So
there exists a bound query Q$=(LP$, G) such that
DSLP$=DS$ and EXP
_
XS(Q$)=D$. Let LP=LP$ _
[r1 , r2 , r3 , r4] where:
r1: r(X)  cr^(X).
r2: r^(X)  cr(X).
r3: r(X)  cG, r^(X).
r4: r^(X)  cG, r(X).
We have that DSLP=DS, r is now an IDB predicate sym-
bol and r^ is a new IDB predicate symbol. Given a database
D on DS, the rules r1 and r2 allow us to select a set of ground
atoms with r as the predicate symbol, thus they enable the
selection of any relation on r. But any selection which will
not eventually make G true will be invalidated by the rules
r3 and r4 ; so all and only all subsets of DM(D) will be even-
tually selected. Hence, because the union of all subsets of
DM(D) yields DM(D), we have that, given the unbound
query UQ=(LP, r(X)) , UQ_XS(D)=DM(D). K
The next result shows that the characterization in terms
of relation recognizability is less precise.
Corollary 6.1. Let DM be a database mapping.
Then
(a) sufficient and necessary conditions for the DM to be
expressible by an unbound query under the _PS , _TS ,
or _MS semantics are, respectively, that DM is NP-rel-
recognizable and DM is D p- rel-recognizable;
(b) sufficient and necessary conditions for DM to be
expressible by an unbound query under the _LS semantics
are, respectively that, DM is 7 p2 -rel- recognizable and DM is
D p2 -rel-recognizable.
Proof. The proofs follow from Lemma 6.2 and Theorem
6.1. K
Thus, under relation recognizability and possible seman-
tics, we have singled out a lower bound and an upper bound
for the class of database mappings that are expressed by
unbound queries for each type of stable model. Observe that
each class contains database mappings that are complete for
its upper bound but do not cover it; thus inclusions are
proper (obviously, provided that the polynomial hierarchy
does not collapse).
Next we analyze the expressive powers of unbound
queries under definite semantics.
Theorem 6.2. Let DM be a database mapping. Then
(a) DM is expressible by an unbound query under the
\!PS semantics (i.e., the well-founded semantics) if and only
if DM is P$-recognizable, where P$=EXP\!PS(Q)/P;
(b) DM is expressible by an unbound query under
the \!MS or \! LS semantics if and only if it is
6 p2 -recognizable.
Proof. Let DM be a database mapping from a database
scheme DS to a relation symbol r. In the following we refer
to a generic type XS of stable models, where XS=PS,
MS, or LS. Let EXP\!XS[Q]=DB-C be the expressive
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power of all bound queries under \!XS semantics.
Recall that C=P$ for XS=PS by Fact 5.2, and
C=6 p2 for XS=MS and LS by Theorems 5.2 and 5.4,
respectively.
(Only-if part). Suppose that there exists an unbound
query UQ=(LP, r(X)) such that DSLP=DS, r is an
IDB predicate symbol of LP, and for each D on DS,
DM(D)=UQ\!XS(D). Given a tuple t on r, r(t) is a \!XS
inference of LPD iff t is in UQ
\!
XS(D)=DM(D), i.e., iff D
is in EXP\!XS(Q) where Q=(LP, r(t)). Hence, as
UQ\!XS(Q) # DB-C, DM is C-recognizable.
(If part). Suppose that DM is C-recognizable. Consider
the database scheme DS$=DS _ [r] and the database
collection D$ on DS$ defined as: [D _ [r] | D is any
database on DS and rDM(D)]. By part (b) of Lemma
6.1, D$ is a C-recognizable database collection. So there
exists a bound query Q$=(LP$, G) such that DSLP$=
DS$ and EXP\!XS(Q$)=D$. Without loss of generality, we
assume that G is equal to an IDB predicate symbol with
arity 0, say g. Let k be the arity of r ; then, given a database
D on DS and a k-tuple t, t is in DM(D) iff D _ [t] is in
EXP\!XS(Q$), i.e., g is a \! XS inference in LP$D _ [ t ] .
We now construct a program LP as follows:
v the predicate symbols of LP are the same as those of
LP$ except for r, which becomes an IDB predicate symbol
(so the EDB predicate symbols of LP are those in DS);
v the arity of each IDB predicate symbols is increased by
k (in particular, the arity of r and of g become 2_k and k,
respectively);
v we add the fact r(Y, Y) so that r(t, t) is true for each
k-tuple t;
v every rule in LP$, say
p(X)  q1(X1), ..., qn(Xn),
where C is a (possibly empty) conjunction of literals with
predicates symbols in DS and qi (1in and n0) is a
predicate symbol in K, is modified into the rule
p(X, Y)  r(Y, Y), C, q1(X1, Y), ..., qn(Xn, Y),
where Y is a list of k distinct variables not occurring in the
rulebecause of the new variables, a ground rule for each
possible k-tuple t is generated.
Given a database D on DS, the ground instance of LP
consists of a subprogram LP t for each k-tuple tthe rules
of LP t are those in which the new k variables Y are
replaced by t. In addition, the fact r(t, t) corresponds to the
definition of a database relation [t]; so LP t can be
thought of as a labeled copy of the ground instance of
LP$D$ , where D$ is the database D _ [t] on DS$ and the
label is the tuple t. Hence, g(t) is in a XS stable model of
LPtD iff g is in a XS stable model of LP$D$ and, therefore,
iff t is in DM(D). Since the various subprograms LP t
are independent from each other because of the new k
arguments, an XS stable model for the overall program
LPD is equal to the union of a XS stable model of each
LP t. As an XS (for XS=PS, MS, or LS) stable
model exists for any program by (6) of Fact 2.1, we have
that, given the unbound query UQ=(LP, g(X)) ,
UQ\!XS(D)=DM(D). (Note that for XS=TS, it may
happen that for some t  DM(D) there exists no T-stable
model for the corresponding copy; then LP would have no
T-stable model even though DM(D) is not emptythus the
proof is not directly applicable to T-stable models.) K
We next characterize the expressive power of T-stable
models under definite and certain semantics. To give a
precise characterization for the case of definite semantics,
we need the following notation: given two Turing machine
complexity classes C1 and C2 , a database mapping DM:
DS  r is C1C2 -recognizable if there exists a database
collection D in DB-C1 and a C2-recognizable database
mapping DM$: DS  r such that (i) for each D on DS that
is not in D, DM(D)=< and (ii) for each D # D,
DM(D)=DM$(D). Thus given a database D and a tuple t,
t is recognized to be in DM(D) if and only if the following
two tests both succeed: (1) test in C1 time whether D is in
D; (2) test in C2 time whether t is in DM$(D). Note that the
first test is independent from the tuple being recognized. As
an example of this notation, consider a database mapping
DM which is D pcoNP-recognizable. As coNPD p,
DM is also D p-recognizable but not coNP-recognizable
(unless NP=coNP). On the other hand, there exist D p-
recognizable database mappings that are not D pcoNP-
recognizable (again, unless NP=coNP).
Theorem 6.3. Let DM be a database mapping from a
database scheme DS to a relation symbol r. Then
(a) DM is expressible by an unbound query under the
\TS semantics if and only if DM is coNP-recognizable;
(b) DM is expressible by an unbound query under the
\!TS semantics if and only if DM is D pcoNP-
recognizable.
Proof. (a) It follows the lines of the proof of
Theorem 6.2 by replacing definite semantics with certain
semantics, and setting XS=TS and C=coNP by Fact
5.6. To let the if-part of the proof hold, we have to select a
query Q$ for which a T-stable model exists for every
database; by Fact 5.7, such a query always exists.
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(b) Only-if part. Suppose that there exists an unbound
query UQ=(LP, r(X)) such that DSLP=DS, r is an
IDB predicate symbol of LP, and for each D on DS,
DM(D)=UQ\!XS(D). Let D be the collection of all
databases D on DS such that LPD admits at least one
T-stable model; then, for every D on DS that is not in D,
DM(D)=<. Moreover, D is in DB-NP, as deciding
whether LPD has a T-stable model is in NP by Fact 5.4.
Let DM$ be the database mapping defined by UQ under
certain semantics. By part (a) of this theorem, the DM$
is coNP-recognizable. Moreover, for each D # D,
DM$(D)=DM(D) since definite and certain semantics
coincide for a program for which a T-stable model exists.
Hence, DM$ is coNP-recognizable and, then, also
D pcoNP-recognizable for NPD p.
(b) If part. Suppose that DM is D pcoNP-
recognizable. Then there exists a database collection D in
DB-D p such that for each database D  D, DM(D)=<.
By Fact 5.5, there exists a bound query Q"=(LP", g")
such that \!TS(Q")=D. Moreover, by the definition of
D pcoNP-recognizability and by part (b) of Lemma 6.1,
there exists a database collection D$ on DS$=DS _ [r]
defined as [D _ [r]|D is a database on DS and if D # D
then r DM(D)] which is in DB-coNP. Hence, by Fact
5.6, there exists a bound query Q$=(LP$, g) such that
\!TS(Q$)=D$. Moreover, by Fact 5.7, we can choose Q$ in
such a way that it admits a T-stable model for each D # D$.
We modify the program LP$ into LP in the same way as
in the proof of the if-part of Theorem 6.2 except for the
additional fact r(X, X) that is replaced by the rule
r(X, X)  g",
so that LP is enabled only if g" is true. By considering
LP _ LP$ we have that g" is true iff D # D; hence,
UQ\!TS(D)=DM(D), where UQ=(LP _ LP", g(X)). K
From the proof of part (b) of Theorem 6.3 we can derive
the following interesting result: NPcoNP-recognizability
and D pcoNP-recognizability coincide.
We now give a partial characterization of definite stable
model semantics in terms of relation recognizability.
Corollary 6.2. Let DM be a database mapping. Then
(a) the necessary condition for DM, to be expressible by
an unbound query under the \!PS semantics is that DM is
P-rel-recognizable;
(b) the necessary condition for DM to be expressible by
an unbound query under the \!TS or \TS semantics is that
is D p-rel-recognizable;
(c) the necessary and sufficient conditions for DM to be
expressible by an unbound query under the \!MS or \! LS
semantics are, respectively: DM is D p2 -rel-recognizable and
DM is NP-rel-recognizable.
Proof. The proofs of necessary conditions immediately
follow from Lemma 6.2, Theorem 6.2, and Proposition 6.3.
To also see that the sufficient condition of part (c) holds,
observe that if DM is NP-rel-recognizable then DM is
NP-recognizable by part (d) of Lemma 6.2; hence, as
NP6 p2 , DM is expressible by an unbound query under
the \!MS or \!LS semantics by part (b) of Theorem 6.2. K
Having characterized the expressive power of unbound
queries under possible, definite and certain semantics of
various types of stable models is not satisfactory as, in our
belief, any deterministic semantics on unbound queries does
not have practical validity. In fact, collecting the tuples of a
query answer from a number of distinct models requires a
rather awkward and obscure style of writing DATALOGc
programs; worse, it often happens that a program solving
a decision problem cannot be used to solve the associated
finding problem, particularly in the case in which it admits
multiple solutions.
Example 6.1. Take the bound query Q=(LP$b ,
cnotakernel) of Example 4.2 which, under the possible
and definite semantics of T-stable models, defines the graph
kernel problem. In order to actually get a kernel, we can just
fire the unbound query UQ=(LP$b , s(X)) only when the
kernel is not unique, otherwise the query would return the
union of all kernels under the possible semantics and the
intersection of all kernels under the definite semantics! For
the graph of Fig. 2, the results would be [1, 2, 3, 4] under
the possible semantics and the empty set under the definite
semantics. K
But our criticism of deterministic semantics for unbound
queries is not only motivated by a matter of programming
style: we claim that determinism (or even any restricted type
of non-determinism such as semideterminism [44]) is not
appropriate for unbound queries. In fact, as an unbound
query often corresponds to a problem with multiple solu-
tions, determinism must introduce into the query some
properties to single out exactly one of the possible solutions;
such properties typically involve some low-level details (e.g.,
fixing some order) which are difficult to encode, data
dependent, and, besides, they could even increase the com-
plexity of the query. For instance, for the graph kernel
problem, we have to specify which kernel is to be returned
when the kernel is not unique, e.g., by enforcing the selec-
tion of the kernel whose list of vertices is first in some
lexicographic orderthis corresponds to transforming a
finding problem into an optimization problem. In par-
ticular, the graph kernel query is no longer NP-
recognizable.
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In the next subsection we resume the potential non-deter-
minism of stable models to provide a simple and efficient
formulation of unbound queries as well as the precise
characterization of their expressive power.
6.2. Non-deterministic Semantics
To deal with unbound queries we here propose to com-
bine the expressive strength of possible or definite semantics
in defining decision problems with the ‘‘cut’’ capability of
the intrinsic non-determinism of stable models [18, 38].
Thus we define an unbound query as composed by two
goals; the first one is ground and allows to select the stable
models in which it is true and the second one is unbound
and is to be unified with any of the selected stable models.
Definition 6.3. A non-deterministic unbound query NQ
is a triple (LP, G, r(X)) , where LP is a DATALOGc
program, G is a ground literal, r is an IDB predicate symbol,
and X is a list of variables.
Given a database D on DSLP and an interpretation M
for LPD , rM denotes the relation [t|r(t) # M]; we say that
rM is fully defined in M if for each ground atom r(t), either
r(t), or cr(t) is in M.
The answer set of NQ for a database D on DSLP under





XS(D)), is the empty
set if G is not a _XS (resp., \!XS or \XS ) inference or
otherwise the (possibly empty) set of (possibly empty) rela-
tions [rM |M is a XS-stable model of LPD , G # M, and rM
is fully defined in M]. K
In practice it is sufficient to non-deterministically return
any relation in the answer set.
Requiring that a relation in the answer set be fully defined
is consistent with the fact that the condition for selecting the
relation must depend only on the bound query goal, and the
possible usage of undefinedness to increase the expressive
power can be confined to this goal. Thus the restriction does
not reduce the expressive power (except for possibly the
M-stable models under the possible semantics as will be
discussed later); moreover, the restriction corresponds to a
natural writing of unbound queries.
Example 6.2. The mixed query (LP$b , cnokernel,
s(X)) on the program of Example 4.2 with _TS or \! TS
semantics filters the T-stable models corresponding to the
selection of a kernel and returns the kernel recognized by
any of these models.
Definition 6.4. Given a database scheme DS and
a relation symbol r, both with a countable domain U, a
database multivalued mapping DMM: DS  r or is a
recursive function which maps every database on DS to
a finite (possibly empty) set of finite (possibly empty) rela-
tions on r and is invariant under an isomorphism on U&W,
where U is the domain of DS and W is any finite subset
of U.
The database collection defined by DMM is the database
collection D on DS _ [r], where D=[D _ [r] | D is a
database on DS and r is a relation on r for which
r # DMM(D)].
Thus, a non-deterministic unbound query NP=
(LP, G, r(X)) defines a database multivalued mapping
DSLP  r.
To characterize the expressive power of a non-deter-
ministic unbound query, the notion of C-recognizability is
not appropriate as two tuples may belong to different rela-
tions in the answer set. So we shall use C-rel-recognizability,
thus our measure is based on the complexity of recognizing
whether a relation is in the answer set. The recognition of
database multivalued mappings is strongly related to the
recognition of database collections:
Lemma 6.3. A database multivalued mapping DMM is
C-rel-recognizable if and only if the database collection
defined by DMM is in DB-C.
Proof. Straightforward. K
Let us now provide the characterization of non-deter-
ministic queries under the possible semantics.
Theorem 6.4. Let DMM be a database multivalued
mapping. Then
(a) DMM is expressible by a non-deterministic unbound
query under the _XS semantics, where XS=PS, TS, or
MS, if and only if it is NP-rel-recognizable;
(b) DMM is expressible by a non-deterministic unbound
query under the _LS semantics if and only if it is
7 p2 -rel-recognizable.
Proof. Let DMM he a database multivalued mapping
from a database scheme DS to a relation symbol r.
(Only-if part). Suppose that there exists a non-deter-
ministic unbound query NQ=(LP, G, r(X)) such that
DSLP=DS, r is an IDB predicate symbol of LP, and for
each D on DS, DMM(D)=NQ_XS(D). Let r be a relation
on r ; we want to verify whether r is in DMM(D). We guess
an interpretation M of LPD and we check in polynomial
time whether G is M and whether for each tuple t on r, r(t)
is in M if t # r and cr(t) is in M otherwise. Moreover,
depending on XS we perform the following additional test:
v if XS=PS or MS, we verify whether M is a P-stable
modelthis test is in P by Fact 5.1;
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v if XS=TS, we verify whether M is a T-stable
modelthis test is in P by Fact 5.3;
v if XS=LS, we verify whether M is an L-stable
modelthis test is in coNP by Theorem 5.3.
It is easy to see that r is in DMM(D) iff all of the above tests
succeed. Observe that for XS=MS we can just check
whether M is P-stable rather than M-stable (that is, instead
coNP-complete) because of the condition that r is fully
defined in M; in fact, if such a P-stable model M exists, no
r(t) is undefined in the MS stable model containing M as
well. It turns out that r is in DMM(D) iff DMM is NP-rel-
recognizable for XS=PS, MS, or TS and 7 p2 -rel-
recognizable for XS=LS.
(If part). Let EXP_XS[Q]=DB-C be the expressive
power of all bound queries under _XS semantics, where
XS=PS, TS, MS, or LS. Observe that C=NP
for XS=PS, MS, and TS because of Propositions 5.1
and 5.3, and Fact 5.3, respectively; moreover, by Theorem
5.5, C=7 p2 for XS=LS. Assume that DMM is
C-recognizable. Consider the database collection D$ defined
by DMM, i.e., D$=[D _ [r] | D is any database on DS
and r # DMM(D)]. By Lemma 6.3, D$ is in DB-C. So there
exists a bound query Q$=(LP$, G) such that DS LP$=
DS _ [r] and EXP_XS(Q$)=D$. Let LP=LP$ _
[r1 , r2] where:
r1: r(X)  cr^(X).
r2: r^(X)  cr(X).
We have that DSLP=DS, r is now an IDB predicate sym-
bol, and r^ is a new IDB predicate symbol. Given a database
D on DS, the rules r1 and r2 enable the selection of any fully
defined relation r on r. Moreover, G will be true iff D _ [r]
is in D$, i.e., iff r is in DMM(D). Therefore, the unbound
query NQ=(LP, G, r(X)) under \!XS semantics defines
DMM. K
Note that the restriction on the full definiteness of
the relation is only used in the proof of the only-if part for
M-stable models. The problem of whether removing the
restriction increases the expressive power for M-stable
models is open, but our conjecture is that it does not.
To characterize the expressive power of non-deterministic
unbound queries we extend the notation of C1 C2 -
recognizability to the case of relation recognizability: given
two Turing machine complexity classes C1 and C2 , a
database multivalued mapping DMM: DS  r is C1 C2 -
rel-recognizable if there exists a database collection D
in DB-C1 and a C2 -rel-recognizable database mapping
DMM$: DS  r such that (i) for each D on DS that is
not in D, DMM(D)=< and (ii) for each D # D,
DMM(D)=DMM$(D).
Observe that, as the definite semantics of P-stable models
is deterministic, it does not make sense to consider non-
determinism for this case.
Theorem 6.5. Let DMM be a database multivalued
mapping. Then
(a) DMM is expressible by a non-deterministic unbound
query under the \!TS semantics if and only if it is
D pNP-rel-recognizable;
(b) DMM is expressible by a non-deterministic unbound
query under the \!MS semantics if and only if it is
6 p2 NP-rel-recognizable;
(c) DMM is expressible by a non-deterministic unbound




Proof. Let DMM be a database multivalued mapping
from a database scheme DS to a relation symbol r. Let
EXP\!XS[Q]=DB-C1 be the expressive power of all bound
queries under \!XS semantics, where XS=TS, MS, or
LS. Observe that C1=6 p2 for XS=MS by Theorem
5.2, C1=D p for XS=TS by Fact 5.5, and c1=6 p2
for XS=LS by Theorem 5.4. Moreover, let
EXP_XS[Q]=DB-C2 be the expressive power of all
bound queries under _XS semantics, where XS=TS,
MS, or LS. Observe that C2=NP for XS=TS and
MS because of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3, respectively; by
Theorem 5.5, C2=7 p2 for XS=LS.
(Only-if part). Let NQ=(LP, G, r(X)) be a non-
deterministic unbound query such that DSLP=DS and r
is an IDB predicate symbol of LP. Suppose that for each
D on DS, DMM(D)=NQ\!XS(D); we show that DMM is
C1C2 -rel-recognizable. Let D be the database collection
for which NQ admits a non-empty answer set; then D # D
iff both (i) G is an \!XS inference of LPD and (ii) there
exists an XS stable model M of LPD such that rM is fully
defined in M. The test (i) is in C1 . We carry out the test (ii)
for the various types of stable models as follows:
v for XS=TS the test is superfluous since any T-stable
model is total and the existence of a T-stable model is
guaranteed by the success of the test (i);
v for XS=MS or LS we guess an interpretation M
and verify in polynomial time whether rM is fully defined in
M and M is a P-stable model; the test is then in NPso,
as the test (i) is in 6 p2 , the conjunction of the two tests is in
6 p2 as well.
Note that for XS=MS we can avoid verifying whether
M is M-stable (that is a coNP-complete test) because if rM
is fully defined in the P-stable model M then rM is fully
defined in the MS stable model M$ containing M and
rM$=rM . Moreover, for XS=LS the coNP-complete
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test of L-stability is not necessary either because if such a
P-stable model exists then there must exist also an L-stable
model M$ in which rM$=rM (by the condition of minimal
undefinedness for L-stable models). In sum, D is in DB-C1 .
Consider now the database multivalued mapping DMM$
defined by the query NQ under the possible semantics.
By Theorem 6.4 DMM$ is C2-rel-recognizable. Moreover,
for each D for which NQ admits a non-empty answer






DMM$(D)=DMM(D). Hence, DMM is C1 C2-rel-
recognizable.
(If part). Suppose now that DMM is C1 C2-rel-
recognizable. Then there exists a database collection D on
DS such that D # DB-C1 and for each D not in D,
DMM(D)=<. So there exists a bound query Q=
(LP, G) such that DSLP=DS and EXP
\!
XS(Q)=D.
Moreover, there exists a C2-rel-recognizable database mul-
tivalued mapping DMM$: DS  r such that DMM$(D)
=DMM(D) for each D # D. Consider the database collec-
tion D$ defined by DMM$, i.e., D$=[D _ [r]|D is any
database on DS and r # DMM$(D)]. By Lemma 6.3, D$ is
in DB-C2 . So there exists a bound query Q$=(LP$, G$)
such that DSLP$=DS _ [r] and EXP_XS(Q)=D$.
Consider the database scheme DS$=DS _ [r] and the
database collection D$ on DS$ defined as : [D _ [r]|D is
any database on DS and r # DMM$(D)]. We construct the
program LP"=LP _ LP$ _ [r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5] where
r1: r(X)  cr^(X).
r2: r^(X)  cr(X).
r3: G"  G, G$.
r3: r(X)  cG", r^(X).
r4: r^(X)  cG", r(X).
We have that DSLP=DS and r is an IDB predicate sym-
bol. Observe that, in the construction of an M-stable model,
the rules r1 and r2 select a fully defined relation on r. Given
a database D in D (i.e., G is true), the rules r4 and r5 accept
only the relations on r that are in DMM$(D) (i.e., G$ is true
and, then, G" is true as well); on the other hand, if D  D,
these rules discard every relation on r as G is false and, then,
G" is false as well. Therefore, given the non-deterministic
unbound query NP$=(LP", G", r(X)) , for each D on
DS, UQ$\!XS(D)=DMM$(D)=DMM(D) if D # D or
otherwise UQ$\!XS(D)=DMM(D)=<; hence, DMM is
defined by NQ$ under \!XS semantics. K
Observe that the proof of the only-if part would have
been carried out also without the restriction on the full
definiteness of r ; actually, without this restriction, the proof
would have been much simpler.
We conclude this section by giving the characterization of
T-stable models under certain semantics.
Proposition 6.1. Let DMM be a database multivalued
mapping. Then DMM is expressible by a non-deterministic
unbound query under the \TS semantics if and only if it is
coNPNP-rel- recognizable.
Proof. It follows the lines of the proof of Theorem
6.5in this case we have that C1=coNP by Fact 5.6 and
C2=NP by Proposition 5.2. K
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have analyzed the expressive power of
various types of stable models in DATALOGc queries. A
P-stable model [36, 38, 39] is characterized by the two
following properties: (i) every positive literal in it is inferred
from the rules, possibly using the negative literals as addi-
tional axioms, (ii) the set of negative literals is the greatest
unfounded set. The traditional definition of a stable model
[17] also requires that the model be total (T-stable model).
The P-stable models of logic program form a lower semi-
lattice w.r.t. containment relationships: the bottom element
is the well-founded model and the top elements are
the M-stable (maximal stable) models of [40], which
correspond to the (partial) stable models of [38], the
preferred extensions of [13], the regular models of [48],
and the maximal stable classes of [6]. L-stable (least
undefined stable) models [40] are the M-stable models
which leave undefined a minimal number of elements of
the Herbrand base. Figure 3a reports the complexity of
recognizing the various types of stable models and pinpoints
that a stable model for every type exists for all programs
except for T-stable models whose existence test is NP-
complete.
As the stable models of any of the above types can be
taken as the ‘‘intended’’ models of a logic program, we have
considered two versions of deterministic semantics for each
type: the possible semantics, which is based on the union of
all stable models of the chosen type, and the definite seman-
tics, whcih is based on their intersection. For T-stable
models we have also considered the certain semantics that
differs from the definite semantics only for the programs
with no T-stable models; in this case certain semantics infers
that everything is true whereas definite semantics infers that
nothing is true. As shown in [37], definite semantics has a
higher expressive power than does certain semantics.
The results on the expressive power for bound queries are
summarized in Fig. 3b, and are given in terms of database
complexity classes, thus BD-C is the family of all database
sets whose recognition is in C, where C is a Turing machine
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FIG. 3. Complexity results on stable models.
complexity class. The table shows that L-stable models have
a higher expressive power than other stable models and
their expressive power under possible semantics is com-
plementary to the expressive power under definite seman-
tics. Considering their expressive power and the fact that
L-stability differs from T-stability only when a program has
no T-stable models, it seems that L-stable models are the
more appropriate extension of stable models to the domain
of partial interpretations.
For T-stable and M-stable models the definite semantics
has an expressive power higher than thee possible semantics
while for P-stable models the expressive power under
definite semantics is lower than the one under possible
semantics for it coincides with the expressive power of the
well-founded model.
We have also characterized the expressive power of
DATALOGc unbound queries and we have shown that it is
in strong correspondence with the one of DATALOGc
bound queries. The results are shown in Fig. 3c and are
represented in terms of C-recognizability (thus, recognizing
a tuple in the answer is in C) as well as of C-rel-
recognizability (thus, recognizing the whole set of tuples
in the answer is in C). For the definite semantics of
T-stable model we also use C1 C2 -(rel)-recognizability
(thus there exists a C1-recognizable database set D such
that the quiry has a non-empty answer only for databases
in D and the restriction of the query to D is C2-(rel)-
recognizable). The figure shows that definite semantics is
more expressive than certain semantics also for the case of
unbound queries.
We have finally substantiated our skepticism about the
practical applicability of any deterministic semantics for
unbound queries and we have then proposed to combine the
expressive strength of determinism in defining decision
problems with the ‘‘cut’’ capability of non-determinism for
selecting one of the solutions of a finding problem. We have
characterized the expressive power of stable models also for
these types of queries, called non-deterministic unbound
queries, that return a set of relations (answer set). The results
are shown in Fig. 3d and are given in terms of C-rel-
recognizability (thus recognizing a relation in the answer set
is in C) or of C1C2-rel-recognizability (thus there exists a
C1-recognizable database set D such that the query has a
non-empty answer set only for databases in D and the restric-
tion of the query to D is C2-rel-recognizable).
We conclude by mentioning that there are recent proposals
for effectively implementing the various types of semantics of
stable models [27, 19] and that ongoing research is devoted
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to characterizing the expressive power of subclasses of queries
(particularly, those for which definite and possible semantics
coincide) and to finding a theoretical framework as well as
optimization strategies for an effective combination of
possible and definite semantics with non-determinism.
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